make us look afresh at the buildings around us, to understand what traditions and movements and local infl uences may have shaped them. Th e analogy that kept returning to me as I read this book was to a geology course I took as an undergraduate, which taught me to look at the natural landscape with a new understanding of what had shaped the hills and streams around me.
Traditionally we assume architecture to mean high art-from Gothic cathedrals, Renaissance palaces, and classically inspired public buildings to the skyscrapers and avantgarde homes of the wealthy today, and (on the Plains, especially) we oft en expect it to be elsewhere-New York or London or Berlin or Barcelona. Th ere's architecture in Saskatchewan?, I confess, might have been my very fi rst reaction to the title of this book. Flaman's book shows us how everything here from gas stations to middle-class homes to hospitals and commercial structures (and yes, churches, courthouses, and college buildings) on the Plains fi t into these larger aesthetic and cultural movements. Th e striking building on the Nebraska-Lincoln. book jacket (which I at fi rst vaguely assumed was a church) turns out to be a heating and cooling plant.
Kari Ronning is a Research Associate Professor in the Department of English and the Department of Textiles, Merchandising & Fashion Design at the University of
As the book's subtitle indicates, Th e Architecture of Saskatchewan is a visual book: the photographs are in both color and black and white, and include historical photographs-of demolished buildings but also of structures as they were fi rst built, contrasted with contemporary photographs that show how buildings have settled into their surroundings or how they have been altered. Some of the architects' renderings of their designs have been included as well. Th e photographs taken especially for this book are noteworthy: they are always clear but varied in angle and perspective as well as size; some show buildings at night, others show interiors and interior courtyards. Th e seasons shown tend to be predominantly spring and summer, but there is a particularly stunning full-page view of a park's interpretive center across a landscape of prairie grasses and trees under ice and snow.
However, this is not just a pretty-picture book. In addition to brief introductory essays for chapters covering the various time periods, the identifying captions are followed by informative paragraphs that explain the design elements of each building and relate them to the broader cultural movements that shaped them and which in turn each building refl ects. (Th is too enables readers in diff erent parts of the Plains to understand their local examples.)
In this way, the book makes its case for the appreciation and preservation of midcentury architecture on the Plains, as its predecessor, Historic Architecture of Saskatchewan (1986) , did for the architecture of an earlier time period, which had also come to be perceived as old-fashioned and out of date.
Th e book prize committee this year was confronted with an unusually large fi eld of nominees-almost thirty. Th us each member of the committee-and each member of the subcommittees formed to assist in the choice of fi nalists-had nine or ten books to read. Th ere were many worthy contenders in each subcommittee's set of choices; each subcommittee had to settle on one choice as one of the three fi nalists. Th en each of the three committee members-this year, Mila Saskova-Pierce, Kari Ronning, and David Wedin-read the other's choices. Th e fi nal discussion was a long one, but Th e Architecture of Saskatchewan clearly stood out by virtue of its subject and format and the way in which it challenges and expands our understanding of the Great Plains.
Th e book was published by the Canadian Plains Research Center (cprc) Press of the University of Regina, and is a thoroughly Canadian work, printed and bound in Canada (many art books these days are printed in Asia). Th e paper is 100 percent post-consumer recycled, and the inks are vegetable-based, challenging comparison with any less earthfriendly products. A Visual Journey, 1930 -2011 University of Regina Press (2013 Photo by Michael Forsberg
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